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Abstract— Currently, traffic signal control (TSC) methods
based on reinforcement learning (RL) have proven superior to
traditional methods. However, most RL methods face difficulties
when applied in the real world due to three factors: input,
output, and the cycle-flow relation. The industry’s observable
input is much more limited than simulation-based RL methods.
For real-world solutions, only flow can be reliably collected,
whereas common RL methods need more. For the output action,
most RL methods focus on acyclic control, which real-world
signal controllers do not support. Most importantly, industry
standards require a consistent cycle-flow relationship: non-
decreasing and different response strategies for low, medium,
and high-level flows, which is ignored by the RL methods. To
narrow the gap between RL methods and industry standards,
we innovatively propose to use industry solutions to guide
the RL agent. Specifically, we design behavior cloning and
curriculum learning to guide the agent to mimic and meet
industry requirements and, at the same time, leverage the power
of exploration and exploitation in RL for better performance.
We theoretically prove that such guidance can largely decrease
the sample complexity to polynomials in the horizon when
searching for an optimal policy. Our rigid experiments show
that our method has good cycle-flow relation and superior
performance. The code is available here.

I. INTRODUCTION

Traffic signal control (TSC) is a critical chapter to maintain
traffic efficiency and safety in smart sustainable mobility [1].
Recently, employing reinforcement learning (RL) to solve
TSC has become a research hotspot since it does not require
too much artificial priori and can improve performance
significantly through the paradigm of trial and error. Despite
all efforts in this field, there is no real-world deployment of
an actual RL-based TSC to date. In fact, it has not yet been
proven that RL is even applicable as TSC in a real-world
setting. Every investigation so far has been done without
considering real-world deployment requirements. In this pa-
per, we aim for a practical RL-based traffic signal control
method, considering the following industry requirements:
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(a) A standard intersection with four 
approaches and three lanes (right, 
through, left) within each approach

(b) Conflict matrix for eight 
movements, with conflict in grey 
and available phase indexed A-H

Right lane
Through lane
Left lane

non-conflict:
Phase B combining 
movement 2 and 5

Fig. 1: Illustration of a standard intersection and phases. A
phase is standardized as a combination of two non-conflicting
movements, e.g., phase A is movement 1 and 5 combined.
In industry, a four-phase cycle control, i.e., A→D→E→H,
is common, representing EW-Though → EW-Left → SN-
Through → SN-Left.

• R1: Input (State): The RL-based methods usually need
multiple environmental observations, which are rather chal-
lenging to obtain in the real world. Specifically, they need a
combination of queue length, traffic flow, wait or delay time,
car position, and so on as the observation space [2], [3], [4],
[5], [6], [7]. However, traffic flow is the only available and
stable index in most cities. SCATS, SCOOT [8], and other
traditional industrial solutions thus only use traffic flow to
provide stable and good enough performance.
• R2: Output (Action): The learned RL policies do not
align with the industry practice. Firstly, Fig. 1 shows how
traffic signals are usually controlled with the basic concept
of “phase”, i.e., a combination of two non-conflicting traffic
movements (more details in Sec III). As shown in Fig. 2(a1),
the real-world solution is to directly determine the cycle time
for each of the fixed-order four phases, e.g., A-D-E-H, and
then repeat, known as “Cyclic Control”. (Details in Sec III.)
In cyclic control, the task is to determine the phase duration
for each phase of A, D, E, and H within a cycle. Thus, we
can also sum up to get the whole cycle length. Cyclic control
is known to be friendly and intuitive for drivers to follow. As
depicted in Fig. 2(b1), almost all the RL models [4], [5], [9],
[7], [10], [11], [12], [13], [14], [15], [16], [17], [18] follow
an “Acyclic Control”, which is still conceptual in simulation
systems and not validated in real life: the action is to choose
one phase from 8 available phases (with fixed 10 seconds
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Fig. 2: The gaps between industry requirements and RL-
based academic methods: Industrial requirements: (a1)
they follow cyclic control, e.g., the cycle of phases A-D-E-H
(details in Fig. 1), and decide the duration for each phase;
(a2) The cycle time should be non-decreasing with traffic
flow, encouraging stable drivers’ behaviors. It also has three
stages: non-peak, climbing, and peak, with different stages
featuring various controlling patterns. Academic Solutions:
(b1) Common RL-based methods in academia control cycli-
cally, i.e., to choose one phase out of eight phases (A-H) for
the next time interval, with each chosen phase running for
a fixed interval, e.g., 10 seconds; (b2) The cycle time-traffic
flow relation is also diverse and unstable, disrupting drivers
negatively. Our solution is the first RL-based cyclic TSC
agent, which perfectly follows the non-decreasing relations,
with also clear three stages.

to release) for every 15 seconds. Thus, the resulting phase
sequence can be quite random and unstable, causing drivers’
confusion and even potential traffic accidents.

• R3: Cycle-Flow Relation: Most importantly, the industry
requires that for each intersection: 1) the trends of the traffic
flow and the cycle time should be positively synchronized,
which means the cycle-flow curve shown in Fig. 2(a2) should
always be non-decreasing, between the required minimal
and maximal cycle time. A straightforward explanation is
that as the traffic flow regulated by this phase increases,
the duration required to fully clear this phase of the traffic
flow will also extend. Otherwise, the start time and stop
time of the unreleased vehicle will be lost; 2) moreover, the
relation between the traffic flow and the cycle time should
be three-stage [19]: as shown in Fig. 2(a2), both logistic
model [20] and SCATS [21] show that when the flow is
medium (yellow region, climbing up to the peak), cycle
time should response very sensitively, and the other regions
such as the purple region where the flow is reaching the
traffic capacity, the cycle time change should be smooth,
to avoid further delay. Mechanisms of R2 and R3 cultivate
stable behaviors and response patterns from the driver to
the traffic lights and avoid confusion and even potential
traffic accidents. In contrast, as shown in Fig. 2(b2), the RL-
based methods such as DDPG (Deep Deterministic Policy
Gradients) [22], FRAP (short for Flipping and Rotation and

considering All Phase configurations) [5], and MetaGAT
[10], have quite unreasonable cycle-flow relations, heavily
confusing the drivers.

In this paper, we present a practical RL model to tackle
all three criteria above. We will use the traffic flow as state
input and output cyclic phases as action so the trained RL
model is campatible with industry practice. Moreover, we
also aim to maintain a rigid and rule-based-like cycle-flow
relation in Fig. 2 by combining the traditional solution with
the RL method, to obtain a solution that meets industrial
needs and has good performance at the same time. In this
paper, we propose, GuidedLight, an RL-based agent guided
by the “industrial solutions”. Specifically, we use Behaviour
Cloning (BC) to encourage the agent to learn from the
teacher, e.g., SCATS, and we also let the learning process be
gradual and progressive: we adopt curriculum learning [23],
which teaches the agent from easy to advanced. In summary,
the contributions are three-fold:

• Our GuideLight lays a significant foundation for the
practical implementation of RL-based solutions to be
adopted in practice. Technically, our RL framework
is purely designed in a way that matches the industry
standards in terms of state, action, rewards, and cycle-
flow relation.

• To guarantee the rigid cycle-flow relation, we innova-
tively propose to use industrial rule-based solutions to
guide the agent via behavior cloning and curriculum
learning. Moreover, we also theoretically prove that with
guidance from the traditional methods, our method guar-
antees a polynomial sample complexity in the horizon.

• Experiments show that the proposed method not only re-
spects the cycle-flow relations, but also achieves higher
performance, thanks to the “industrial” guidance and the
agent’s own exploration and exploitation.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section
II, we will review the traditional methods and the RL-based
methods for traffic signal control; In Section III, we will give
the key background information and preliminaries; Section
IV will officially design the proposed “GuideLight” and
specifically, Section IV-D will prove that such guidance can
largely decrease the sample complexity to polynomials in
the horizon when searching for an optimal policy. Section
V will present the rigid experiments, Section VI discusses
generalization, and Section VII will conclude.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Traditional methods

Traditional methods are widely used in the real world,
most of them are cyclic control, which is friendly and con-
sistent to drivers; however, they rely on strong assumptions
and manually specified rules. Fixed-time control [24] is one
of the earliest cycle-based methods: it configures the traffic
signal plan as a fixed cycle length, which is inflexible and
cannot automatically adapt its policy to the actual situation.
Actuated control model [25], [26] instead used pre-defined
sets of rules to decide whether to adjust the current phase.



Later on, methods with analytic solutions were proposed:
Webster [27] directly calculates a cycle length using the flow
ratio as input to minimize the delay time: C = 1.5·L+5

1−Y where
L is the loss time, and Y is the sum of the critical flow ratio.
Logistic method [27] uses the logistic curve to better respond
to different types of traffic flow. SCATS [21] is the most
used one worldwide, which does not use a mathematical
model but a set of heuristic rules: it uses a set of simple
algebraic expressions to describe the traffic characteristics
and operating rules of the current road network. As shown
in Fig. 2(a2)’s red curve, SCATS handles (1) non-peak traffic
flow with “stair-like” rules, with indexes such as Min CT, Alt
Min 1, Alt Min 2 to be specified, (2) climbing traffic with
rapid response up to Stretch CT, and (3) peak traffic with
a flatter curse, capped by Max CT. All of these traditional
methods are simple and interpretable, but their assumption
dependencies are relatively straightforward and inflexible.
Actual situations may not conform to them, so traditional
methods often cannot guarantee optimal results.

B. RL methods.

In recent years, numerous RL-based TSC methods [28],
[29] have achieved significant outcomes. As mentioned be-
fore, most RL-based methods are acyclic control, whose
action is to decide which phase to choose. In [30], [12], [31],
[2], a single agent is employed to manage all intersections
within a given scenario. However, due to the joint of their
state space or action space, these often encounter issues such
as the curse of dimensionality [13] and instability [10]. A
different approach is taken by [14], [4], [32], which utilizes
image-based states for decentralized intersection control. [5],
further proposed FRAP, a widely followed method for acyclic
control. It inputs the traffic features of all eight movements,
combines two non-conflicting movements into a phase (8
phases obtained in total), and uses deep Q-learning to decide
which phase will be selected for the next time step. Building
upon this, [9] further presents a General Plug-In (GPI)
module, where any arbitrary and various intersections can
be mapped into the standard one, thus having a unified state
and action space for various intersections. This facilitates the
co-training of large-scale scenarios.

Nonetheless, this acyclic control has quite a wide gap to
real-world applications, and a major reason is the hardware:
most traffic signal controllers only support cyclic phase
plans. A few methods have been tried to solve it. For
instance, [33] used DDPG [22] to determine each phase
duration in the next cycle. Nonetheless, this method requires
the total cycle time to be fixed. Alternatively, [34] uses
a strategy of deciding whether to remain in the present
phase or transition to the subsequent phase during each short
interval. However, this approach neglects various practical
constraints, such as ensuring that the discrepancy between
the durations of two consecutive cycles is not excessively
large. An innovative strategy is presented in [35], which
modifies one phase’s duration during each timestep. This
approach accommodates certain constraints and allows for
dynamic adjustments in both the complete cycle duration and

the duration of individual phases. However, when confronted
with a limited variety of observations, e.g., only flow is
available and a preferred rigid cycle-flow relationship, this
method may be incompetent.

III. PRELIMINARIES

Some necessary domain information is given here.
Definition 1. Intersection is where two or more roads

cross. A 4-arm intersection is shown in Fig. 1, where each
arm (N, S, W, E) has entering lanes and exiting lanes.

Definition 2. Traffic Movement is defined as the direction
in which a vehicle crosses from an entering lane to an exiting
lane, including go-through, turn-right, and turn-left in each
arm. In Fig 1, the numbers 1-8 represent the eight movements
controlled by the signal (right movements are usually free).

Definition 3. Phase is a combination of two non-
conflicting movements that could be released together. For
instance, movements 1 and 2 conflict, thus not being able
to form a phase; but movements 1 and 5 can form W-E-
through phase, denoted as phase-A. In reality, not all the
intersections have all four legs with all movements and
phases; in that case, zero-padding will be used to mask the
missing movement or phase.

Definition 4. Cyclic Control In real-world solutions like
SCATS, four phases are usually controlled in a cyclic way:
A → D → E → H and then repeat, where in each phase,
the phase duration needs to be decided. The cycle time is the
summation of all phase durations plus red and yellow time.
Our RL method follows the four-phase cyclic control.

IV. METHOD

Sec. IV-A will introduce the state space, action space, and
reward design. Sec. IV-B introduces the network design. Sec.
IV-C introduces the training based on behavior cloning and
curriculum learning. Sec. IV-D will theoretically prove the
improved sample complexity with horizon H .

A. RL Setup

Generally, the single-agent TSC problem is formulated
as a Markov decision process ⟨S,A, r, γ, π⟩. Every agent
controls an intersection independently.

To perfectly match our proposed algorithm with real-world
situations, the state, action, and reward are all carefully
designed.

State S: Only traffic flow and last step action-based
observations (e.g., sampled every 5min or 15min) are chosen
since commonly they are the only available index; Thus, the
state space is continuous.

ActionA: Instead of choosing the next phase in the acyclic
control, our action is designed to directly output the phase
duration for each phase in a cyclic control. Besides, there
are two more constraints: the total cycle time should change
smoothly and should stay within the minimal and maximal
thresholds. Thus, we translate the action into 3 categories,
thus being discrete actions, which are adding/cutting 5 sec-
onds (+5s/-5s) or non-changing (0s) for each phase: such a
design frees us from the computation burden of the original
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Fig. 3: Illustration of our proposed GuidedLight. One agent controls one intersection. (a) For each intersection, it will
observe movement-level features related to traffic dynamics and then use FRAP’s aggregating module to aggregate two
non-conflicting movements’ embeddings into one phase of traffic embedding. (b) Combining phase traffic embedding with
other phase-level features, we get a wholesome embedding for a phase and then input them into LSTM and Actor-Critic.
(c) Teachers such as linear controller and industrial controller SCATS are adopted, via Behavior Cloning and Curriculum
Learning, to guide the agent’s cycle length (CL) in mimicking the teacher’s CL.

purely continuous action space, and the small change of 5s
on each phase ensures the smoothness of cycle time. To
consider the constraint of the total cycle time staying within
the minimal and maximal thresholds, once the cycle time
hits the min (max) threshold, the action of -5s (+5s) will be
masked. Thus, we have:

a =

{
{+5s,−5s, 0s}, if CT ∈ [min-threds,max-threds]
masked, otherwise

(1)
Reward r(s, a): we define the reward based on throughput

v (↑, the higher the better), queue length l (↓), and two factors
that matter in the industry, i.e., green-light utilization rate gr
(↑), and green imbalance gi (↓). Our reward function is the
weighted sum of the four factors, i.e.,

r = wv · v + wl · l + wgr · gr + wgi · gi (2)

with weights tuned and specified in Sec. V-C . Throughput
v is the number of vehicles passing through the intersection
per unit of time. Queue length measures the length of the
vehicle queue at the intersection. Greenlight utilization rate
measures the portion of greenlight that is really used to
release vehicles, which is inferred as follows for each phase:

gr =
v × 2.5s

phase duration
(3)

where v is the through-put of this phase and 2.5 seconds (a
common setting in traffic control manual [27]) is usually the

time for a vehicle to pass the intersection. Green imbalance
gi evaluates the standard deviation of all the phases’ gr:

gi = standard deviation({gr}all phases) (4)

It is worth mentioning that in the reward, we use metrics
beside traffic flow, such as queue length, the reason is: during
training in the simulation, the queue length is obtainable and
it is beneficial to be part of the reward to give the agent
better-informed feedback, so that when being deployed in the
real world, even only traffic flow is observable, but agent’s
action can still tend not to cause long-queue.

Optimal policy π∗(a|s): At each intersection i and each
timestep t the goal of the agent is to find a policy π(a|s) that
maximizes the expected return Gt :=

∑
t E[γtrit], where γ

is the discount factor.

π∗(a|s) = argmax
π

∑
t

E[γtrit] (5)

B. Network design

The model is shown in Fig. 3. When deciding for t + 1,
we utilize the movement-level and the phase-level features
from t. Then the fused feature is fed into LSTM [36] to
capture long-term decision dynamics, and finally, the actor-
critic network makes the action [9].

For the movement-level feature: the i-th intersection in
the scenario, the m-th movement (m ∈ {1, . . . , 8}) observes
K features. In our case, K = 3 includes only traffic
dynamics, i.e., traffic flow, and two additional static indices,
i.e., road capacity and indicator of whether the movement
exists. For any traffic movement, we get its embedding,



where ||, Sigmoid(·),MLP(·) are concatenation, activation
function, and multilayer perceptron, respectively.

ei,j = ||Kk=1Sigmoid(MLPk(si,m,k)), (6)

Then, we use part of FRAP to first aggregate two non-
conflicting movements’ embeddings into a phase embedding,
and then also to embed the phase conflict information into
the phase embeddings. (1) Add: FRAP adds the embedding
of movements as a phase representation. For the p-th phase
which consists of movements j, j′, p ∈ [A,B, . . . ,H]: ēi,p =
ei,j + ei,j′ , where the two movements j, j′ ∈ [1, 2, . . . , 8].
(2) Phase-pair representation: Once obtaining the phase
embedding, a phase-pair representation is constructed to
capture the pairwise relations for competition: êi = ēi,l∥ēi,l′ .
(3) Phase competition: To avoid phase conflict, pairwise
competition scores [5] are learned as a competition mask,
denoted as Ω. Thus, the phase-pair representations êi will
go through 1 × 1 convolution and multiply with the phase
competition mask to yield the masked phase-pair embedding:
ei = Conv1×1(êi) ⊗ Ω, and ⊗ is Kronecker product. We
denote the whole FRAP module as FRAP(·) [5]:

ei = FRAP(ei,1, . . . , ei,8),where ei ∈ R4×4×df , (7)

ei is 4-phase embedding tensor (phase A-D-E-H), with em-
bedding dimension as df . We sum it along the row direction
and get the phase embedding with traffic flow information.

pi,f = sum(ei),where pi,f ∈ R4×df (8)

For the phase-level feature: ŝ denotes the phase-level
raw observations with K̂ features in these observations. In
our case, K̂ = 3, including more contexts of each phase’s
duration at the last cycle time, greenlight utilization rate, and
green imbalance. We use each MLP to embed them.

pi,c = ||K̂k̂=1
MLP(ŝk̂), (9)

We concatenate pi,f and pi,c as the intersection i’s feature:

pi = ||(pi,f ,pi,c) (10)

Lastly, we adopt the LSTM to perceive long-term historical
states, so that the agent can use historical trends to achieve
better consistency between phase duration and traffic flow.
We take the phase-level feature pt

i at this time step t of the
intersection i and last time step LSTM hidden state ct−1 to
the LSTM and get the ht

i and ct.

ht
i, c

t = LSTM(pi, c
t−1), (11)

For the decision policy π, it receives the ht
i as input and

outputs the action ati.

ati = π(·|ht
i). (12)

As mentioned in Sec IV-A about action, ati is defined as
+5s/-5s/0s for each phase.

C. Training

Our experiments show that solely optimizing the agent us-
ing the RL rewarding mechanism only yielded unsatisfactory
results regarding the industry requirement (consistent cycle-
flow relation). The reasons are two-fold: (1) the agent only
perceives the traffic flow from the dynamic road network.
This restricted input hampers the agent’s ability to explore
and identify a superior policy. (2) moreover, the reward is
hard to align with the stringent requirements of the industry.

Behavior Cloning: To address this predicament, we em-
ploy BC to steer the agent’s actions: namely, we employ the
traditional and market-proved solutions to guide our agent.
This approach substantially narrows the agent’s exploration
domain, facilitating faster optimization [37].

However, the well-developed solutions such as SCATS
directly output a continuous phase duration, and ours is a
discrete action of +5s/-5s/0s. How can we design a loss to
penalize the difference between the two? We translate them
into logits. The action of the p-th phase from our agent’s
decision policy π can be sampled from below logits:

lti,p = MLPp(h
t
i),where lti,p ∈ R3, (13)

The label of BC guidance can be generated as:

ˆlti,p =

 0 Et
i,p − 5 ≥ T t−1

i,p

1 Et
i,p + 5 ≤ T t−1

i,p

2 otherwise
(14)

where Et
i,p is the phase duration decided by the expert model

of at time t, the T t−1
i,p is the duration time at last time step, the

0/1/2 represents the ground truth is +5s/-5s/0s respectively.
Lastly, we employ the Cross Entropy as the BC loss:

LBC = CrossEntropy(lti,p, ˆlti,p), (15)

Curriculum Learning: Delving deeper into the BC pro-
cess, we adopt the Curriculum Learning approach to ensure
the agent’s progressive learning trajectory. We gradually
introduce teachers from easy to advanced to generate the
label in Eq. (14).

• Easy guide: we choose a linear model that posits a
straightforward linear correlation between cycle dura-
tion and traffic flow. Phase duration ≈ 0.35× v, where
0.35 is roughly estimated from regression based on large
amounts of offline data.

• Medium guide: logistic curve based on [27] could be
used, where the cycle time and traffic flow follow a
logistic relation between the Max CT and Min CT, as
shown in Fig. 2(a2).

• Advanced guide: In contrast, SCATS exhibits a more
intricate behavior, with the three-stage cycle-flow re-
lations, as shown in Fig. 2(a2), thus being the most
advanced guide.

Total Loss: The Behavior Cloning and Curriculum Learn-
ing are combined with the Actor-Critic to formulate the total
training loss:

L = αLActor + βLCritic + κLBC . (16)



Algorithm 1 GuideLight training process
Input: A set of target intersections I; training episodes E, a
set of teacher algorithms B;
Output: Optimized policy π;

1: for episode=1, . . . ,E do
2: Initialize LSTM hidden state c0 for each intersection

and clean buffer D ← ∅.
3: for each time step t do
4: Record each raw observation of each intersection to

D;
5: Get the current time step intersection feature ac-

cording to Eq. (10) and use LSTM to perceive long-
term historical information according to Eq. (11);

6: Get and take action ati according to Eq. (12);
7: Get the rewards rit and the next time step raw

observation;
8: end for
9: for each step in training steps do

10: sample minibatch data from D;
11: Select one teacher from B according to the training

process and introduce the teacher label according to
Eq. (14) ;

12: Computer L according Eq. (16) and update Network
parameter;

13: end for
14: end for

where α, β, κ are tuning parameters. The Actor loss and the
Critic loss are the same as Proximal Policy Optimization
(PPO) [38].

D. Theoretical Analysis

Will introducing such guidance even speed up learning?
We prove that our approach, under the assumption of guided
policy efficacy, can significantly reduce the sample complex-
ity from exponential in the horizon to polynomial.

Theorem 1. For 0-initialized ϵ-greedy, where initial esti-
mates for action probabilities start at zero, there exists an
MDP instance where the sample complexity scales exponen-
tially with the total time horizon H to identify a policy with
a suboptimality less than 0.5. [39]

Assumption 1. Assume that the optimal policy as π⋆, with
its visited state distribution as d⋆. The policy updated based
on the guidance loss is denoted as π̂g with its visited state
distribution as dĝ . We make the assumption that π̂g cover
the states visited by π⋆ subject to an upper limit:

sups
d⋆(s)

dĝ(s)
≤ C

This ratio, also referred to as the distribution mismatch
coefficient, is used in gradient descent methods [40].

We explain the advantage of guidance based on an online
contextual bandit scenario [41], and we look at regret, a
measure of the difference between the reward that could have
been obtained by always taking the best possible action and
the reward that was actually obtained by the policy used.

Assumption 2. We assume that there is a guarantee for
the exploratory policy. Within the confines of an online
contextual bandit scenario characterized by a stochastic
context s ∼ p0 and a reward function r(s, a) spanning [0, R],
an exploratory policy exists in every round, such that the total
regret is bounded:

T∑
t=1

Es∼p0 [r(s, π
⋆(s))− r(s, πt(s))] ≤ f(T,R)

This exploratory policy guarantee is a prevailing assump-
tion in extensive literature, whether in tabular methods [42]
or in methods similar to ours using general function approx-
imation [43], [44].

Based on the Performance Difference Lemma proposed by
Kakade et al. [45], we can establish a relationship between
the iterations I and the discrepancy between the optimal
value function V ⋆

0 and the current value function V π
0 .

Es0∼d0
[V ⋆

0 (s0)− V π
0 (s0)]

=

I∑
i=0

Es∼d⋆
i
[Qπ

i (s, π
⋆
i (s))−Qπ

i (s, πi(s))] (17)

Consequently, we can derive an upper bound for regret.
Let T denote the total exploration steps and E represent the
number of epochs after which the policy is updated. Hence,
the final number of policy iterations is T/(EH).

Es0∼d⋆ [V ⋆
0 (s0)− V π

0 (s0)] (18)

=

T/EH∑
i=0

Es∼d⋆
i
[Qi(s, π

⋆
i (s))−Qi(s, πi(s))] (19)

≤C ·
T/EH∑
i=0

Es∼dg
i
[Qi(s, π

⋆
i ((s)))−Qi(s, πi(s))] (20)

≤C
T/EH∑
i=0

f(H,R) (21)

In the derivation, inequality (20) arises from Assumption
1, while inequality (21) is predicated on Assumption 2.
Drawing on the results presented [46], it can be inferred
that under the setting of asymptotic functions, f(H,R) =
R · (AEF (H))1/2, where E is a polynomial function. Con-
sequently, the rate of our algorithm is up to a factor of
C · poly(H) [43].

V. EXPERIMENT

A. Towards Real-world Dataset and Simulation

Several efforts have been made to ensure that our eval-
uation scenario is as consistent as possible with the real-
world scenario. (1) Road Network: we built one simulation
scenario in SUMO based on a real-world case: Fenglin West
Road, Shaoxing, Zhejiang, as shown in Fig. 4, which is a
corridor with 10 intersections to be signal-controlled. More
details are in [9]; (2) Traffic flow: most SUMO scenarios
only support 1-hour-long flow data, which is not enough to
train agents to learn to respond to all levels of flow, i.e.,
the 3-stage cycle-flow relations shown in Fig. 2. Thus, we
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Fig. 4: Illustration of Fenglin scenario.

collect the real 24-h flow data, e.g., shown in Fig. 4(c),
and based on the real-world traffic flow distribution, we
generated 1400 different flow patterns for each intersection,
maximally enhancing the agents’ generalizability; (3) More
configurations: more detailed designs such as aligning the
SUMO’s flow sampling rate with the real-world sensors (e.g.,
every 5min or 15min), following the pre-defined 4-phase
plan (i.e., Phase A-D-E-H), supporting the output of phase
duration from agent (instead of choosing the next phase), and
so on, have been made. The dataset is open-sourced here for
the community.

B. Benchmark Methods

We compare our GuideLight with both traditional and RL-
based methods:
Traditional Methods:

• Fixed Time Control (FTC) [24] with random offset
executes each phase within a loop, utilizing a pre-
defined phase duration.

• SCATS [21] The most widely used conventional traffic
control algorithms based on real-time traffic data, road
characteristics, and manually designed operational rules.

RL-based Methods:
• DDPG [33] A robust RL model widely employed

across diverse problem domains and settings, which is
meticulously tailored to suit our setting.

• FRAP∗ [5]: It is the ground-breaking acyclic RL based
on phase competition. We implement it in a cyclic way
based on ours without BC.

• MetaGAT∗ [10] combines contextual meta-
reinforcement learning based on GRU to improve
generalization and GAT for cooperation. We also
implement it in a cyclic way.

• GuidedLight Our proposed method in this paper. We
used the linear guide and SCATS guide.

C. Implementation details of GuidedLight

The implementation details of GuidedLight are summa-
rized in Table II. The parameters are fine-tuned mainly based
on grid search.

D. Evaluation metrics

We use two metrics to evaluate these methods. Firstly,
we evaluate the results based on traffic flow, queue length,
and two factors that matter in the industry, i.e., green-light
utilization rate, and utilization balance. These factors form
our reward function, which our agent receives as input. Here,

traffic flow refers to the volume of vehicles passing through
the intersection per unit of time. Green-light utilization
measures the proportion of effective time when vehicles
pass through the intersection during the green light phase.
Utilization balance evaluates the level of balance among the
four phases of the intersection. Queue length measures the
length of the vehicle queue at the intersection.

Additionally, we visualize the synchronization between
cycle time and traffic flow. In practice, this is an important
indicator of the TSC system. Cycle time tends to increase
within a bounded range as traffic flow increases.

E. Results

1) Main Results: Quantitative metrics are displayed in
Table I, demonstrating that our method consistently attains
the highest overall scores, showing substantial advantages
over other algorithms. Particularly, in the crucial metric of
green-light utilization rate, which is highly important in real-
world applications, our algorithm markedly surpasses both
the SCATS and FTC methods. Although our approach only
achieves the second-best throughput and green imbalance,
the gap between our performance and the best results in these
categories is relatively minor. Detailed analysis is as follows:

Behavior Cloning and Curriculum Learning helps
GuidedLight learn. Via the delicately designed heuristics,
such as the three stages and parameter specifications, SCATS
achieves the highest throughput, being the most efficient
controller. Thanks to our Behavior Cloning and Curriculum
Learning, GuidedLight successfully mimics SCATS’s behav-
ior and achieves the second. As illustrated in Fig. 2(b2),
our GuidedLight also achieves a non-decreasing cycle time-
traffic flow relation, and good-shaped three-stage controlling
behavior for non-peak, climbing, and peak traffic.

RL-based agent boosts GuidedLight’s performance
in other metrics. Through the Actor-Critic-based agent,
GuidedLight further optimizes industrial-concerned metrics
such as green utilization rate and green imbalance, as well
as the queue length, crowning our GuidedLight as the best
overall performer.

Academic solutions based on RL have rather dis-
counted performance and confusing cycle time-traffic
flow relations. The well-recognized top performers, FRAP
and MetaGAT, when applied in practical industrial settings,
suffered performance drops and cannot beat industrial solu-
tions such as SCATS and ours. This is because their states,
actions, and rewards are all derailed from being practical.
Furthermore, as illustrated in Fig. 2(b2), they even have
decreasing cycle time-traffic flow relation, meaning higher
traffic demand can trigger shorter cycle time and vice versa,
which can be rather confusing for drivers.

2) Visualization of Synchronization: We visualize the
synchronization of cycle time and traffic flow in Fig. 5
based on two intersections. It shows that our method and
the SCATS system achieve notable synchronization; namely,
the cycle time co-varies responsively with fluctuations in
traffic flow. On the contrary, the FTC and DDPG approaches

https://github.com/AnonymousIDforSubmission/GuidedLight


TABLE I: Main Results. The best boldfaced and second best underlined. Our method always achieves the top 2.

FTC SCATS DDPG FRAP∗ MetaGAT∗ GuideLight (Ours)
Throughput 155.95±0.08 161.86±0.31 158.34±0.17 113.15±0.03 141.24±0.05 159.63 ±0.28

Green Utilisation 87.57±0.01 92.19±0.02 117.74±0.01 103.02±0.02 98.32±0.01 121.80±0.02

Green Imbalance -52.60±0.01 −57.04±0.01 −58.57±0.01 −71.57±0.01 −60.67±0.01 -56.03±0.01

Queue Length −82.82±0.02 −61.30±0.22 −71.05±0.12 −265.32±0.13 -58.91±0.12 -55.66±0.29

All 108.09±0.09 135.71±0.33 149.47±0.20 −120.33±0.15 119.98±0.15 169.74±0.39

Intersection 10

Intersection 1
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Fig. 5: The synchronization between cycle time and traffic flow in Fenglin dataset. As in (e2), GuidedLight outputs the
control policies with cycle time perfectly following the flow and thus meets industry requirements. Fig 2(b2) summarizes
the overall cycle time-traffic flow relation.

TABLE II: Implementation details of GuidedLight

Items Details
Learning rate 5e-4
Actor loss coefficient α 1
Critic loss coefficient β 1
Behavior cloning loss coefficient κ 0.5
Weight of Green-light utilization rate in Reward wgr 1
Weight of Green imbalance in Reward wgi -1
Weight of Throughput in Reward wv 4e-2
Weight of Queue length in Reward wl -1e-3

remain indifferent to such dynamics. Synthesizing the afore-
mentioned results, it becomes evident that RL algorithms
tend to outshine traditional methods in terms of quantitative
evaluation scores. However, the conventional SCATS method
demonstrates superior synchronicity of cycle time and flow.
Our method, underpinned by BC guidance, excels in quanti-
tative scoring and synchronicity, thus delivering an optimized
performance.

3) Visualization of Curriculum Training Process: Fig. 6
also shows the training process of the curriculum learning. As
we can observe, introducing the linear and logistic guides has
quite similar and non-distinguishable effects on the training
process, and the main reason is that both linear and logistic
guides are smooth (in an extreme case, a logistic function
with a tiny slope is almost equivalent to a linear function ).

(a) Behavior Cloning Loss (b) Total Reward

Linear

Linear

SCATS guide
Logistic

Logistic SCATS guide

Linear Guide
SCATS Guide

Logistic Guide

Linear
SCATS

Logistic

Fig. 6: Training process under BC: first linear guide, then
logistic guide, and lastly SCATS guide. After introducing
the linear guide and the logistic guide, the training loss
continuously drops. When transitting to the SCATS guide,
there was an initial increase in BC loss during the switch, but
the reward still had an upward trend throughout the training
process. Further, the BC loss steadily decreased. All of these
prove the effectiveness of our curriculum learning.

Thus, linear and logistic guides constantly help to reduce the
BC loss further and increase the reward; when we introduce
the advanced SCATS guide, the loss and reward get worse
first for a while, mainly due to the SCATS guide being non-
smooth, but then, the training gets immediately improved
since SCATS is a well-tailored industrial solution for traffic
signal control, being configured perfectly for the task.

4) Ablation Studies: Ablation studies are conducted to as-
sess the impact of each component within our GuidedLight.
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Fig. 7: Ablation study. Except for the fact that our solution
is slightly worse than without BC in Green-light utilization
rate, our solution has achieved the best results in another 3
metrics, proving the effectiveness of our design.

As shown in Fig. 7, “w/o BC” denotes the model without
guidance at all, “w/o L” is without guidance from the linear
and logistic model (since the two have similar effects, so we
do not distinguish them), and “w/o S” is without guidance
from SCATS.

From Fig. 7 (a)-(b), the entry-level guide, the linear model,
seems to be more critical to achieving higher throughput
and green utilization rate. It may be because the linear
model follows a straight rule that more cars need longer
cycle time, thus allowing more cars to release, resulting
in higher throughput and utilization rates. From Fig. 7 (c)-
(d), the advanced guide, SCATS, seems to affect the green
imbalance and queue length more: these two indexes are
usually more complexly correlated with other traffic factors,
and an advanced guide is better. Straightforwardly, the model
without any guidance has the worst performance.

VI. DISCUSSION

Choices of Phase Plan: This paper uses a 4-phase plan
as an example, which covers most intersections. It can also
handle 3-phase plans by adding masks in state and action.
For the 5-phase plan, state and action need to be extended.
In addition, due to the integrated features of FRAP [5], our
method can also handle various types of intersections.

Generalization to Different Intersection Structures:
Given different intersections can have quite different struc-
tures, with different numbers of lanes, movements, legs, and
shapes (each as T-shape, Y-shape), for a more generalized
solution, we recommend using a general plug-in module
from GESA [9], which maps various intersections to a unified
4-leg intersection.

VII. CONCLUSIONS
This paper proposed GuidedLight, an RL-based model for

TSC. GuidedLight is delicate to further improve RL meth-

ods’ applicability in the real world. Several contributions
have been made. From the model’s perspective: (1) the RL
setting is strictly designed following the industry standards in
terms of input, output, evaluation, and so on; (2) moreover,
to pursue the standard cycle-flow relation, we innovatively
incorporate traditional yet effective methods such as SCATS
as the guidance and use behavior cloning and curriculum
learning to teach the agents. From the data’s perspective,
our simulation scenario is strictly designed to replicate the
real-world case. We theoretically prove that the guided RL
can guarantee a polynomial sample complexity, and rigid
experiments confirm that our GuidedLight could achieve
higher performance and uphold industry requirements.

Future work: we will deploy the GuildedLight model in
real cities and consider utilizing multi-agent reinforcement
learning to facilitate collaborative coordination among mul-
tiple intersections, further improving traffic efficiency while
ensuring alignment with industry needs.
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